freebielist.com Launches Free
Bingo Site
January 9, 2012
Lancaster, UK (rushPRnews)
01/09/12 — Online free stuff
reviewer freebielist.com has
launched a new website
dedicated to listing online bingo
providers. Free Bingo Sites UK
offers a user-friendly round-up of
the UK’s top no-deposit and
deposit bonus bingo operators.
It is estimated over 200 bingo providers now operate online, each offering a
slightly different set of prizes, promotions and games. Some operators double
or even triple players’ deposits, making online bingo particularly attractive. It
is these types of offers that are tempting a new generation to play the timetested game.
Andy Varley, owner, said: “Bingo is currently very popular in the UK and with
so many providers to choose from, it can be difficult selecting which ones to
play. FreeBingoSitesUK.co.uk offers straight-forward, honest reviews of the
various bingo sites on the Web and summarises this for the visitor.
“Unlike traditional bingo often played in church halls or down the community
centre, online bingo has the added bonus of larger prizes and the ability to
play at any time of the day or night, making it very convenient. Players also
have the added benefit of generous promotions and bonuses. In many cases,
making a deposit of £10 can result in a 100% or 200% bonus. So called reload bonuses are also available, making online bingo even more attractive”.

Although online bingo has a wide range of benefits over its traditional
counterpart, it is not without risk and gaming addiction is a particular area of
concern. It is recommended that players only wager within their means and
take full advantage of any free bingo that the bingo operator may be offering.
“We believe people should have fun when playing bingo and be aware of
how much they’re spending on deposits. In the vast majority of cases, a small
deposit will garner dozens of bingo plays so there are few negative points,
especially when you consider the bonuses involved. However, it never hurts
to remind players to take it easy with any form of online gaming. Otherwise
they may find themselves out of pocket”, said Varley.
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